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DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING SCHEMES FOR FIBER
OPTIC ROTATION RATE SENSOR SCALE
FACTOR LINEARIZATION
David T. Dembinski, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 1990
Thi s

study

e x a m i n e d and

eval u a t e d

several

scale

factor linearization techniques for a fiber optic rota
tion rate sensor

(FORS).

The process

of scale

factor

linearization retrieves rotation rate from an FORS sig
nal.

Open and closed

loop digital

signal p r o c e s s i n g

schemes are evaluated on dynamic range,

accuracy,

and

cost.
The results of these experiments show that open loop
schemes require few components but have an inherently low
dynamic range of operation.

Extending the dynamic range

of an open loop system is expensive in additional compo
nents.
nents,

Closed loop systems require more initial compo
but have a considerably superior dynamic range.

It was concluded that a closed loop scheme would provide
the most accuracy over an extended dynamic range at a
feasible cost.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The gyroscope has long been an important piece of
navigational equipment.

They have many practical appli

cations including use as stabilizers and inertial guid
ance systems (Krohn, 1988).

Gyroscope design senses

either absolute rotation 9, or rate of rotation n =d9/dt.
For many years virtually all gyroscopes have been mechan
ical in design, relying on the inertial characteristics
of spinning mass.

Over the past several years, however,

researchers have shown the viability of fiber optic
rotation rate sensors (FORS).

This sensor computes

rotation rate by measuring the phase shift of counterpropagating beams of light passing through a coil of
optical fiber.
There are many advantages of an all fiber optic
gyroscope over standard mechanical gyroscopes.
moving parts increases reliability.

A lack of

Other advantages

include small size, high accuracy and high immunity to
radio frequency and electromagnetic interference.

Fur

thermore, the conversion of optical phase shifts to
electrical signals is a simple task and provides for the
implementation of analog and digital signal processing
1
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2
techniques in computing rotation rates (Krohn, 1988).
Figure 1 illustrates the basic configuration of a
fiber optic rotation rate sensor.

This type of sensor is

also referred to as a Sagnac interferometer (Krohn,
1988).

This basic configuration consists of a light

source, a photodetector, two optical couplers, and a coil
of optical fiber.

Also shown here is a piezoelectric

(PZT) cylinder wound with optical fiber and inserted into
the light path.

The discussion in Chapter II explains

the purpose of this component.

Source

Optical
Coupler

Optical
Coupler
Fiber
Ring

Detector
PZT

Figure 1.

Basic Fiber Optic Rotation Rate Sensor.

The Sagnac effect describes the operating principle
of this sensor.

Light emanating from the source enters

the fiber optic coil via the two couplers.

The coupled

light splits into two equally intense counter-propagating
light beams which pass through the coil.

The light waves

recombine through coupler B and some of the light enters
the photodetector via coupler A.

Assuming no motion of

the coil occurs, the light waves recombine in phase.

If
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the coil rotates in one direction or the other, the light
propagation time will have increased in one direction,
and decreased in the opposite.

The waves are out of

phase and the recombined wave will have an induced phase
shift.

This phase shift is the Sagnac phase $s (Krohn,

1988).

Sagnac phase is linearly dependent upon the

applied rotation rate n (Equation 1 ) , and appears at the
photodetector output in the form of a current response
(Equation 2):

~ — s^*
1 - hl0 (l + cos$s ) .

(2)

Here, Ks is a constant of proportionality and IQ is the
current which flows when no rotation rate is present ($s

= 0 ).
As exemplified by Equation 2 and illustrated by
Figure 2(a), the photodetector output is an even function
of $s and thus can not distinguish between positive and
negative rotation rates.

Since this expression is peri

odical, it is difficult to recover more than a limited
range of Sagnac phase and hence rotation rate.

Employing

piezoelectric (PZT) phase modulation results in the
generation of Sagnac signals at various harmonics of the
applied phase modulation.

Utilizing these harmonic

signals can resolve the ambiguity about the origin, as
seen by the normalized first harmonic signal in Figure
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2(b).

This component, unlike the ambiguous FORS signal,

can distinguish positive from negative rotation rates.

lpd(9s) IFundanental]

Figure

2.

FORS Signal Component Examples.

The amplitude of the odd harmonics are proportional
to sin($s ) and the amplitude of the even harmonics are
proportional to cos($s ) (Bohm & Petermann, 1986).

Scale

factor linearization schemes utilize one or more of these
harmonic signals by filtering the photodetector signal.
These signals provide the basic signal set by which
researchers have applied various signal processing
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5
schemes to extract and process Sagnac phase shift to
recover rotation rate over a large dynamic range.
Specifically, researchers have shown two distinct
approaches to the FORS signal processing scheme.

Each

method extracts $s from the FORS harmonics in a process
known as scale factor linearization.

In control systems

terms, these methods may be classified as open and closed
loop schemes.
Open loop methods involve measuring the photodetec
tor optical intensity and inverting the nonlinear sin($s)
or cos($s ) terms to recover $s over a limited range of
rotation rate (Bohm & Petermann,

1986).

The closed loop

approach places a nonreciprocal phase transducer into the
light path.

A control signal induces a phase shift of

equal magnitude, but opposite in sign, to the Sagnac
phase.

When the phase transducer effectively nulls the

gyroscope signal, the control signal that achieved that
state yields a measure of Sagnac Phase, and therefore
rotation rate (Bohm & Petermann, 1986).
The primary thrust of this thesis is to examine and
evaluate several digital signal processing schemes for
FORS scale factor linearization.

The design criteria for

the signal processing system are low cost and high dynam
ic range.

Previous research at Western Michigan Univer

sity using analog schemes resulted in high electronic
noise due to mixer signal leakage into transimpedance
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6
amplifiers.

Correction of this problem required more

expensive hardware.

For these reasons, as well as the

discrete processing capability in the digital domain,
this research applied digital signal processing tech
niques for analysis.
This evaluation includes both open and closed loop
systems.

Open loop schemes tend to be easy to implement

and involve little complexity.

Open loop schemes, howev

er, do not provide a very large dynamic range without
high cost in design and hardware.

Closed loop systems

tend to provide greater dynamic range and linearized
scale factors over other signal processing schemes.
Furthermore, closed loop techniques allow us to take
advantage of the developed measuring abilities around the
zero rotation rate point (Kim, Lefevre, Bergh & Shaw,
1983) .
Chapter II discusses the FORS signal in terms of
components useful to signal processing.

Also, an expla

nation of the experimental apparatus used for these
experiments describes both present and past development
of signal processing hardware.

This apparatus includes a

digital signal processing (DSP) board and associated
software, FORS simulation hardware, and personal computer
(PC) based evaluation software.

The various hardware

components have resulted from the work of several project
teams and individual researchers over the past few years.
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Chapter III discusses in detail this researcher's
experiments and work on scale factor linearization.

This

chapter explains each algorithm used to retrieve informa
tion about a sensor's rotation rate.

Each experiment

evaluates at least partially, a scale factor lineariza
tion algorithm.

The results of these experiments accom

pany the discussion.

Chapter IV presents conclusions on

these experiments, based on their relative merits.
Concluding this paper are recommendations for future work
in this area.
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CHAPTER II
FIBER OPTIC ROTATION RATE SENSOR SYSTEM DESIGN
FORS Photodetector Signal
The configuration shown in Figure 1 illustrates the
minimum components for a fiber optic rotation rate sen
sor.

Depending on whether the gyroscope utilizes open or

closed loop signal processing, sensors may require addi
tional components to force an effect.

Since most scale

factor linearization algorithms rely on phase modulation,
the most common additional component is a phase modula
tor.

Figure 1 illustrates a sensor with a single phase

modulator, typically used in open loop configurations.
Closed loop systems often require a second modulator.
By wrapping fiber around a piezoelectric (PZT)
cylinder and inserting this into one arm of the light
path, an optical phase shift occurs when an alternating
voltage is applied to the PZT cylinder.

The PZT cylin

der's diameter increases and decreases proportionally to
the driving voltage signal.

This changing diameter

alters the length of the light path, which modulates the
phase of the photodetector signal.

The manner in which

this phase modulation occurs is known as the elastoopic
effect (Bohm & Petermann, 1986).
8

A modulation frequency
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W jjj drives the PZT.

The modulation signal given by Equa

tion 3 produces a contribution to the gyroscope signal in
both directions.

These counter-propagating light waves

modify Equation 2 by the additional terms shown in Equa
tion 4.
f(t) = $m sin(wm t).

(3)

Ip d (t) = hl0 (l + cos(*s + f(t) - f(t-r))),

(4)

where r is the ring delay.

Optical
Coupler

Source

PZT
Fiber
Ring

Detector
PZT
Figure 3.

FORS Configured with Two PZTs.

It has been shown that a second phase modulator
(Figure 3) driven at twice the modulation frequency wm
(Kim et al., 1983) or at a subharmonic frequency of wm
(Kim & Shaw, 1984) can provide the modulation that will
null the first harmonic signal.

With two phase modula

tors contributing phase modulation terms ^sinfw^t)

and

$ 2 sin (2 wm t ) , the photodetector output becomes:

Ipd(i) =

+cos($s +$1sin(wmt) - $1sin[wm (tr)]+ $2sin(2wmt) - $2sin[2wln(t-r) ]).

(5)
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The application of sinusoidal phase modulation (Equation
3) produces a spectrum of harmonics described later in
Chapter II.

Equation 6 represents the spectrum for

Equation 5:
Ipd(t) = I0 + I1sin(wtl) + l2sin(2wt')
+ I3sin(3wt')

+ I4sin(4wt') + ...

(6)

where t 1 = (t-r)/2.
Equation 6 further breaks down into a complex Bessel func
tion expansion.

Equation 7 expresses the first harmonic

component of Equation 5, assuming modulation frequency wm
(Kim et al., 1983):
Ip d (t) = sin$s [J0 ($2 )J1 ($1) + E(-l)n+1J 2 n (*2 ) •
4n-l(*i)

" ^4n+l($l)>J " cos*s •

S(-l)n+1J 2n-l($2){^4n-3($l)
- J 4n-l<*l)>'

(7)

for f (t) = *m s in (*/„£) .
By settinq Equation 7 to zero ($^ constant), the rela
tionship between the Sagnac phase and the second harmonic
signal modulation amplitude $2 required to cancel the
first harmonic signal may be found.

The zero of the

equation yields the nulling values for $2 .
equation
4,

When this

isset to zero, the plot of $2 versus $s(Figure

shown with = 1.2 radians) shows an almost linear

relationship (Kim et al., 1983).

By defining $2 in terms
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of

and a gain variable £ as in Equation 8, £ becomes

the control signal required to null the first harmonic.
The relationship described in Figure 4 provides the basis
for the closed loop approach used in this evaluation.
*2 = *!-G

(8)

20

20

(rod)
Figure 4.

Second Harmonic Phase Difference Modulation
Required to Cancel Effect of Rotation Phase
Shift (Kim et al., 1983).
Digital Signal Processing System

The hardware required to study digital signal proc
essing techniques includes a gyroscope, data collection
hardware, and a signal processing system.

Several

project teams have contributed to the work in designing
and constructing these systems at Western Michigan Uni
versity's fiber optics laboratory.

Many of the systems
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described in the next sections are the result of several
researchers' efforts.
Gyroscope Simulation
To facilitate the study and analysis of the photode
tector output signal, this author developed fiber optic
gyroscope simulation hardware.

This hardware allows

simulation of a wide variety of gyroscope component
configurations.

The closed loop experiments dictate

phase modulation at wm and 2wm .

Since this is the most

complex configuration, the simulator must handle this
extreme case.

The general expression for the photodetec

tor output signal for this configuration is then:
£pd(£> =

+

c°s{$s + fx (t) - fx (t - r)

~ £2

+ f 2 (i)
where f ^ t )
f 2

~ r)>

(9)

= $1sin(wmt), and
=

^ 2 s;*-n ( 2 w m — ^ •

The phase delayed terms of Equation 9 are a result
of the propagation delay in the counter-clockwise direc
tion in the gyroscope.

Note that dropping the second

harmonic terms from Equation 9 yields the simple open
loop fiber optic gyroscope configuration described previ
ously.

Recalling that cos(a) = sin(a + 90°) and letting
«

—pd(— ) = —

pd(— ) where E is an arbitrary constant,

Equation 9 takes on a more useful form:
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— p d (•-) = 2 0 (1+sin(*s + 9 0 ° +*isin(wmt)-*1sin(wm (t-T))
+ 42s in (2wmfe) ” *2s ^n ^2wxn^— “ T^ ^ •

(10)

The primary component of the gyroscope simulator is
Analog Device's AD639 trigonometric function generator
integrated circuit.

The transfer function computed by

this chip is:
V(t) = Usin(JO.-X2)/sin(Yl-Y2) + Z.

(11)

By assigning 90° to input Y1 and zero degrees to Y2, the
function becomes V(t) = U-sin(Xl-X2) + Z.

This transfer

function now resembles the derived expression given by
Equation 10.

By choosing appropriate inputs for XI and

X 2 . simulations of virtually any conceivable gyroscope
configuration are realizable.
The gyroscope simulator board consists of two dis
tinct sections.
tor hardware.
functions.

Figure 5 outlines the gyroscope simula
Section A provides signal modulation

Two independent signals can drive this sec

tion to provide modulated signals to the gyroscope.

The

first signal would generally represent the primary PZT
driven at a frequency of wm .

One of the two signals may

be gated through a frequency doubler to provide a

third

signal.

split

At this

point, each of the three signals

into two paths.

A variable phase shifter inserts a delay

into one path of

the signal, representing the fiber ring
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delay.

Both paths then feed into a variable gain ampli

fier bank which provides amplification along a scale of
0.1 to 10.

These controls calibrate the three possible

modulation signals.
One signal path allows an additional input.

This

input G is an external gain that sets the amplitude of
the 9 2 signal.

This control signal typically represents

an analog feedback signal used by closed loop models.
The primary purpose of this feature is to provide the
capability to set $2 as given in Equation 8, allowing the
examination of phase-nulling closed loop scale factor
linearization schemes.

The signal modulation section

terminates with six signals.

These signal points end on

socket connectors.
Section B of the FORS simulator consists of two
summing amplifiers and the AD639 chip.

The summing

amplifiers have socket connectors leading to the inputs,
thereby allowing complete versatility of configuration.
Each amplifier leads into one of the X inputs on the
AD639.

By deriving the photodetector equation for a

desired configuration, manual connection of the signals
generated by section A to the summing amplifiers in
section B provide the AD639 with all the necessary wave
forms to simulate a FORS.

The input pin Up presets the

amplitude of the output signal Vp^ft) at either one or
ten volts.

A switch allows the user to determine the

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

amplitude level.

The output signal direct current (dc)

offset is zero volts.

Anplifiers

5s
5x

{7 >

vr (l.Bv)

2-f
Jumper
Matrix

5x

Section A
Figure 5.

Section B

Gyroscope Simulator Block Diagram.

The output of the simulator is several orders of
magnitude greater than an actual gyroscope signal.

Since

the DSP hardware for a gyroscope expects a much smaller
input, a potentiometer provides down-scaling of the
simulator output amplitude.

Analysis of the simulator

shows a high signal to noise ratio and noteworthy simula
tion of an actual photodetector signal.

This simulator

provides a useful experimental tool for continued signal
processing analysis.
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DSP System Hardware
A stand-alone digital signal processing (DSP) system
is necessary for processing the photodetector harmonics
of an actual gyroscope.

For this research, a previously

designed DSP board provides the base hardware.

The

digital signal processor utilizes a co-processing mode
that works with an IBM compatible personal computer.

The

rest of this chapter describes each distinct section of
the DSP board and the associated softv/are.
shows the block diagram of the DSP board.

Figure 6
The overlying

design criteria for this system are low cost and versa
tile processing configuration.

The hardware is complete

ly software controlled, allowing modifications in soft
ware to change the operational behavior of the system.
This base DSP hardware board design is the work of Vuong,
Tambar, and Sabri (1988).
At the heart of the DSP board is Texas Instrument's
first generation TMS320E17 digital signal processor.

By

utilizing the microcomputer mode, this chip provides
stand-alone control processing capability.

The major

characteristics of this chip include a 200 nano-second
(ns) instruction cycle, four kilobytes(KB) of on-chip
EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory), and 256
bytes of data RAM (Random Access Memory).

A one-cycle

multiplier and digital filtering capability provide

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

strong advantages for using the E17.

A 16 bit data bus

provides data access to and from the chip.

These data

lines provide external access to the analog to digital
(A/D) converter and the Input/Output (I/O) peripheral
interface.

The software on the E17 provides all the

timing and control signals for the data acquisition
hardware through preset constants.
The data acquisition hardware consists of a National
Semiconductor ADC1205 A/D converter and a Signetics
TDA1535 sample and hold chip.

The ADC1205 has a 100

micro-second (jus) conversion time with 12 bit resolution
plus a sign bit.

The A/D converter is set in a bipolar

mode, with a range of -2.0 volts (V) to +2.0V.

Negative

values are represented as sign magnitude by using the
sign bit.

The ADC1205 has an eight bit data bus, so data

transfers occur on two consecutive read pulses, high byte
first.
byte.

The sign bit is sign extended through the high
The A/D converter is set in a free-run mode that

allows a new conversion to begin as soon as the previous
value has transferred and the A/D reset.

When the A/D

converter has a data value ready, it raises its data
ready line which warns the processor via polled inter
rupt.
The sample and hold chip has a fast 2jus acquisition
time, providing a potential sampling rate much greater
than the A/D converter.

The major limiting factor for

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the sampling rate of this system is the A/D converter,
with a maximum sampling rate of lOKHz.

This rate is

adequate for the present experiments.
A small block of hardware, the logic controller,
provides control signal latching logic for the components
controlled by the processor.

This includes The A/D

converter, the sample and hold circuit, the sampling
frequency generator, the data strobe for the communica
tions block, and the band pass filter select.

The

TMS320E17 sets control signals by setting its three
peripheral address lines to an address corresponding to a
control signal.

The logic controller decodes the periph

eral address and data line one to determine which control
signal to activate or deactivate.

The logic controller

also latches the signal until the processor sends another
message to toggle the control signal off.
The I/O interface consists of a four bit buffer and
handshaking logic for asynchronous data communication.
While the buffer has data, no further data collection
will occur.

After the peripheral device reads the buffer

and sends an acknowledge signal, the E17 software resets
a buffer full flag, allowing sampling to continue.
The frequency generator hardware (located on a
second board) produces the base band 90.5KHZ modulation
signal to drive the PZT, as well as the square wave
pulses at the quadrature points of that signal.

These
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quadrature points are necessary for application of the
zero crossing technique, described later.

A counter

divides down the frequency of these pulses, and produces
interrupts for the processor.

The interrupt handling

routine further divides down the frequency through the
use of a software counter.
The DSP board includes a connector socket to support
a dual channel band pass filter.
90.5KHZ and 181KHz.

The filters are set for

The select line for choosing a

filter path is also software programmable, allowing
selection of an appropriate harmonic from the input
signal.

Various algorithms require the first or second

harmonic signal for deriving the Sagnac Phase.
In the experimental configuration described later,
the DSP board is programmed to collect raw data points
from the FORS simulator and transmit them to a personal
computer for analysis.

The current experimentation

utilizes only the first harmonic signal.
DSP System Software
The initial architecture of the system (the "basic
system") utilizes a personal computer for most of the
processing.

This is due to the fact that the relatively

slow TMS320E17 is

a fixed point processor.

The algo

rithms necessary for analysis of the photodetector signal
are most efficient when floating point operations are
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available-.

The initial system software configures the

hardware as a data collector, only gathering raw data
points from the gyroscope signal to send to a PC for
further analysis.

Later versions of the system software

put more computing responsibility into the E17.

The

ultimate goal of a digital signal processing system for a
fiber optic gyroscope is complete on-board processing.
By prototyping the various signal processing algorithms
with software on a personal computer, however, much
experimentation is possible at low cost in time.
The main software modules requiring consideration
are the data collection, data transfer, and algorithm
evaluation sections.

The data collection module exists

only in the E17 software.

Alteration of the E17 software

requires reprogramming of EPROM.

The data transfer

module exists in part on both the E17 and a PC program.
The E17 data transfer module passes data through printer
interrupts on a common parallel port, thereby making the
hardware very portable.

The PC program must be able to

read this data coming across its printer line.

Finally,

the PC alone performs all signal processing routines at
the present time.
The basic system software residing on the E17 uses
programmed constants to control the sampling rate of the
hardware.

For data collection using the zero crossing

technique (described in Chapter III), the sampling sched
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ule must rely on knowledge of the signal driving the
gyroscope.

A 90.5KHZ sinusoidal signal is the driver for

these experiments.

The sampling must occur at the quad

rature points of this signal, or at odd multiples of
them.

Between the divide down hardware circuitry (see

logic controller) and the software timing constants, any
sampling rate between 151Hz and lOKHz (Vuong et al.,
1988) is realizable.
rate of 3KHz.

The basic system uses a sampling

The E17 performs this data collection

through an interrupt handling routine.
The programmed timing constants must take into
consideration a number of factors in order to provide a
good sampling signal.

The program must realign the

output signals to a quadrature point on the signal.

The

constants correspond to a software divide down counter
which counts through interrupts until a sampling action
needs to be taken, and a loop counter which realigns the
control signals with the data signal.

The designers of

this system developed the following procedure for calcu
lating the constants.
For a desired sampling frequency fs , we can express
this as 4■90500/K, where K is an odd integer.

The fre

quency of interrupts supplied to the processor is
30166.667

(90500/3) Hz, or a period of 33.15jizs.

Since

the interrupt handling procedure requires N instruction
cycles, the total time for each interrupt is T^nt =
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33.15/xs + N-200ns (time for execution of one cycle).

The

processor must be interrupted M times before the proces
sor will fetch a data point, where M = INT(TS/T^nt ) .
Some offset time also must add in, since M is an integer.
This offset time is T offset = Ts - M-T^n t .

During the

interrupts that require a sample to occur, an additional
^delay instructions must occur as a delay to realign the
control signals to the sampled signal.

£delay -*-s calcu“

lated as INT(Toffset/200ns), where T0ffset is the time
left over from the calculation for M.

The interrupt

period of 3 3.15jus was chosen because of the time con
straint placed on the processor by its tasks.
The data transfer occurs during the waiting periods
between sampling signal interrupts.

This data transfer

procedure must finish before the next hardware supplied
sampling interrupt can occur.

Failure to complete a data

transfer will result in lost samples.
The data transfer logic consists of a handshaking
system to pass data, and a word transfer format.

The

data format from the analog to digital converter is a 12
bit plus a sign bit for sign-magnitude expression of the
data.

The data from the A/D converter passes high byte

first, with its sign bit extended to the higher bits.
The program puts these bytes together and stores them as
a 16 bit word.

To pass the data to a peripheral device,

the word is broken into small packets.

Each packet sent
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to the peripheral device has a one bit information field,
to inform the peripheral if the data coming across is a
lead packet (bit = 1 )

or a trailing packet (bit = 0).

Since the printer interrupt procedure for passing data
can handle four bits (a nibble) of data in parallel at a
time, the word must be transferred three bits plus the
information bit at a time.

This requires a total of five

transfers per data word, with the first nibble having a
leading one and the trailing nibbles having a leading
zero.
Several PC programs were created to test and evalu
ate various signal processing algorithms.

A data trans

fer module exists on all PC experimental programs.

This

module reads and puts together five successive transfers
to reform the data word, using the information bit from
the arriving packets to identify the start of a data
word.

This routine also sends an acknowledge signal

after receiving a complete word.

The content of the

evaluation modules vary according to the algorithm being
investigated.

All accept sampled data as input from the

DSP board to perform one of the scale factor lineariza
tion procedures.

These algorithms are described in

detail in Chapter III.
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CHAPTER III
SCALE FACTOR LINEARIZATION STUDIES
Amplitude Detection
Zero Crossing Technique
The experiments performed with the digital signal
processor system described in Chapter II are of the open
and closed loop methods.

In either case, the amplitude

of the photodetector's first harmonic signal usually
requires sampling.

This is true since the amplitude of

the first harmonic relates to the Sagnac phase by Equa
tion 12.
A(t) = K-sin[$s (t)].

(12)

Two amplitude detection schemes are evaluated.

The

zero crossing (ZC) technique and Kalman filtering produce
amplitude estimates.

Scale factor linearization algo

rithms may use these detection schemes interchangeably.
The algorithm chosen by previous researchers at
Western Michigan University (WMU) for determining the
amplitude of the photodetector signal is the zero cross
ing technique.

The present research sets out to deter

mine the feasibility of this method. The zero crossing
25
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technique uses the known points of a signal, such as
minimums, maximums, and zero crossings.

The four quadra

ture points within a period provide the sampling points.
Sampling at these points provide the information neces
sary to calculate the harmonic amplitude and electronic
phase with minimal difficulty.

A simple two point form

of this method utilizes fewer sample points, but is
sensitive to contributions from even harmonic orders
(Johnson, Fredricks, Vuong, Dembinski & Sabri, 1990).
The zero crossing technique utilizes knowledge of
the frequency and phase of the signal to compute
amplitude (see Table 1).

the

For these experiments, this

method uses the first harmonic signal, which has a known
frequency of 90.5KHZ.

The assumptions are that the

amplitude does not vary much over a short period of time
(implying $s does not change much), and that the noise is
relatively small.

By choosing the four sampling points

at quadrature of the driving signal as shown in Figure 7,
the following calculations will determine the amplitude
of the actual signal.
a = A-sin0e = (ZQ - Z2 )/2.

(13)

b = A -cos0e = (_2!1 - Z3 )/2.

(14)

A = 7 (a2 + b 2 ) .

(15)
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Table 1
Sample Points for Zero Crossing Technique

t (time)

sin(wt)

cos(wt)

0

0

0

1

*i

1

T/4

l

0

—2

2

T/2

0

-1

—3

3

3T/4

-1

0

Sample

Point

Figure 7 shows sampling at the quadrature points of a known
signal.

The actual samples, delayed by some electronic

phase error ©e , are not at the quadrature points.

sin (u n t)

Figure 7.

Sampling Points for Zero Crossing Technique.

These calculations can be carried out completely
independent of the electronic phase error 9e .

The phase
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9e is assumed small and can be positive or negative.
Therefore, the Acos8e term provides the sign of the
amplitude, since 9e is in the first or fourth quadrant.
Sampling all quadrature points along the harmonic
signal would be quite prohibitive.

Fortunately, the

harmonic signal is cyclic and does not change appreciably
over short periods of time.

Therefore, a slower sampling

rate given by fs = 4-fm/K will still provide the appro
priate data points.

Here, fm is the PZT modulation

frequency, and K is an odd positive integer.

By multi

plying the sampling rate by an odd integer, quadrature
points further along the signal can still be used as the
zjl

points for amplitude calculations.

Note that for the

different sequences of odd numbers, a slightly modified
set of equations for Acos9e and Asin9e result.
Choosing a large enough odd integer multiplier will
give the hardware enough time to carry out its calcula
tions.

For the 3KHz sampling rate used by the basic

system, K is 121.

A favorable characteristic of this

technique is that it is very simplistic and is realizable
with reasonable accuracy with a fixed point processor.
The first experiment plotted the amplitude of the
first harmonic signal versus time, using ZC detection to
determine amplitude.

Applying a fixed signal, the ampli

tude display jittered continuously about the actual
value.

The error in the amplitude calculations seems due
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mainly to non-perfect sampling points from the hardware
timing, and round-off error.

Although the amplitude

calculations were close to actual values, too much noise
prevented this technique from being regarded as a feasi
ble option.
By considering the mean square error of the sampled
signal, the error can be reduced by averaging samples to
gether.

Averaging out the mean square error assumes of

course an uncorrelated error signal.

By averaging z^'s

together, and then performing the amplitude calculations,
mean square error shrinks considerably.

Since the proto

typing was all on a personal computer, this theory was
simple to implement.

By allowing a run-time entry of the

desired averaging factor, several runs of the program
showed that the mean square averaging worked very well in
eliminating the amplitude jitter.

Note however, that

averaging effectively reduces the effective sampling rate
unless the actual sample rate increases.

This author

noted that increasing the averaging factor beyond four
caused noticeable time delays between the adjustment of
the Sagnac phase control

(a dc input into the simulator)

and visual inspection of the change in the continuous
time amplitude display.
At this point, the ZC detection scheme proved a
reliable method for supplying an amplitude.

Since this

procedure is applicable to many scale factor lineariza
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tion algorithms, coding ZC detection on the E17 would be
beneficial.

The most difficult part of this task is to

perform a square root operation (Equation 15).

By assum

ing that electronic phase error Ge is within ±30°, the
calculation of the value of A simplifies by approximating
the square root to the first order.

Equation 16 approxi

mates Equation 15 in this manner.
A = a7[l+(b/a)2 ] * *a[2+(b/a)2 ].

(16)

Equation 16 is realizable on a fixed point proces
sor.

The zero crossing technique to determine the ampli

tude of a sampled signal was programmed into the E17
software.
code.

Appendix A contains a list of this TMS320

Testing of this software was conducted on a TMS320

software simulator.

To avoid the timing problems encoun

tered previously, sample points were manually entered.
The samples corresponded to points on a signal with
varying quantities of Ge .
The TMS software simulator provides the functionali
ty to display register contents.

By displaying the

results of the software's calculations, the efficiency of
the ZC detection scheme can be evaluated.

This method

provides a noise free environment that does not show the
effects of timing problems.
this evaluation.

Table 2 shows the results of

The amplitude calculations prove to be

accurate to within one percent over the entire range of
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operation of the A/D converter.
Table 2
TMS320 Software Results Utilizing Zero Crossing Detection

9 e (degrees)

Amplitudeactual

Amplitudeest

% Difference

30

4000

4039

0.980

30

3000

3029

0.970

30

2000

2019

0.950

30

1000

1009

0.900

30

500

504

0.800

30

100

101

1.000

15

4000

3999

0.025

15

3000

2999

0.033

15

2000

1999

0.050

15

1000

999

0.100

15

500

499

0.200

15

100

100

0.000

In the closed loop procedure, however, the amplitude
of the first harmonic signal is used only for nulling
purposes.

In other words, when the amplitude is zero,

the control signal has nulled the first harmonic signal.
$s is determined through a look up table by indexing the
magnitude of the control signal required to null the
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first harmonic.

Therefore, when looking for amplitude A

to go to zero, it is just as practical to look for A 2 to
go to zero.

This saves processing time, and limits

round-off error.

Note that the Acos0e term still indi

cates the sign of the amplitude, and the root of the
equation at the given $s will be the same, whether using
A or A 2 .

The control signal value G will be the same,

regardless.

By using A 2 for this calcualtion, processing

time and round-off error will reduce.
Kalman Filtering
The second method to determine amplitude for scale
factor linearization algorithms is Kalman filtering (KF).
A two state Kalman filter design estimates the values of
A and 0e for a given photodetector harmonic.

The coding

of this algorithm requires a recursive procedure which
operates on vector components.

Floating point operations

are necessary, prohibiting this technique from being
coded on the E17.

Kalman filtering attempts to minimize

the mean square error in the amplitude and phase esti
mates, and provides greater noise suppression than the ZC
detection scheme (Johnson et al., 1990),
Figure 8 illustrates the extended Kalman filter
algorithm.

The previous estimates for amplitude and

phase are multiplied by the state transition matrix $(n)
to yield time extrapolated estimates.

These predicted
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values estimate the amplitude and phase as well as possi
ble.

The predicted state estimates produce a predicted

sample which when subtracted from the next actual esti
mate produce a correction term.

The correction term is

multiplied by a vector gain matrix [KA (n),Kg(n)].

A

summation of this result and the predicted estimate
produce the next amplitude and phase estimates

(Johnson

et al., 1990).

O.

K H

Figure 8.

Two State Extended Kalman Filter.

The algorithm utilized is the "extended" version of
the first order Kalman filter algorithm.

This Kalman

filter was developed by the Research and Technology
Institute of West Michigan (RTI), a sponsor of this
research.

Earlier software simulation at RTI demonstrat

ed that Kalman filtering provided accurate amplitude and
phase error estimation (Johnson & Fredricks,

1990).

The

Open Loop Algorithm section of this paper discusses the
real time results for scale factor linearization utiliz
ing a Kalman filter for amplitude detection.
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Open Loop Algorithms
Zero Crossing Technique
After determining that the zero crossing and Kalman
filter techniques provide accurate calculations of the
amplitude of the first harmonic signal, experimentation
on retrieving the rotation rate became feasible.
open loop experiment was quite simple.

The

After calculating

the first harmonic signal's amplitude and sign, calculate
$s directly from the inverse of equation 12.

The initial

experiment performed with the basic system used a person
al computer to prototype the evaluation of the data
points.

The amplitude calculation used ZC detection with

a sample averaging factor of four to reduce noise.
The basic system accepts a bipolar 2.0 volt range of
operation.

The analog to digital converter provides a

maximum signal based on five volts.

Therefore the maxi

mum integer value returned by the A/D converter will be
±1638, based on 12 bits of resolution.

This corresponds

to a Sagnac phase of 90 degrees, or a multiple thereof.
This is due to the fact that a Sagnac phase of 90 degrees
forces the first (odd) harmonic to its maximum amplitude,
since there is no second (even) harmonic component.
The PC software must have this knowledge of what the
maximum integer coming from the A/D converter will be.
This knowledge is necessary for computing the Sagnac
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phase.

The calibrations necessary to set up the experi

mental open loop configuration are calibrating the gyro
scope signal from the simulator such that the maximum
output will provide a maximum A/D converter deflection
(2.0V) and providing the software with the maximum ampli
tude from the A/D converter (1638).

This maximum value

is maintained through a program constant.

Appendix B

lists the Pascal program used to perform this open loop
evaluation.
After all calibrations to the basic system had been
set, a simulated gyroscope signal provided the input to
the DSP board.

A variable voltage source served as the

Sagnac phase input for the simulator.

Voltage signals

into the trigonometric function chip translate as 50° per
volt.

Precise values for Sagnac phase are easily realiz

able.

The PC software for this algorithm produces a

continuous display of the signed magnitude of the sig
nal's amplitude, and also displays the real-time values
for Sagnac phase.

By using a range of negative five to

plus five volts for Sagnac phase, the gyroscope output
function transits through several cycles.

The display

shows the amplitude rise and fall in a sinusoidal fashion
as expected when the Sagnac phase increases or decreases.
The cyclic nature of the amplitude as a function of
Sagnac phase limits the linear range of the calculation
of the Sagnac phase to ±90°.

The experiment yielded $s
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values accurate to ±0.1 radians within ±50°.

The plot

degraded sharply with the Sagnac phase carried out to
90°.

Figure 9 shows a plot of Sagnac phase input (in

volts) versus Sagnac phase estimated using the zero
crossing detection scheme with an open loop phase calcu
lation.

0.8- •
0.6- •

Q.4-..
0 .2- ■

I04
a

°"

5^'-02
'a2
-0.4-■

-0.8-•
-0.8- ■

Volta
Figure 9.

Open Loop Results Using Zero Crossing
Detection.

For small amounts of rotation rate, this curve is
nearly linear with the exception of the area very close
to the zero rotation rate point.

The awkward spike at

this point is due to the voltage value crossing zero
volts and the A/D conversion hardware having difficulty
with the transition.

The central region of this curve
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should ideally be a straight line.
Although this technique has a theoretical dynamic
range of ±90°, the practical dynamic range is less.

By

filtering additional harmonics in succession to the
first, the dynamic range of an open loop system can be
extended.

Applying ZC detection to multiple harmonic

signals and solving their nonlinearities yields an exten
sion of 90° in both directions per additional harmonic
used.

The regions near 90 degree multiples are the most

inaccurate.

Extending the dynamic range of an open loop

system is expensive due to the additional hardware and
software required.
Kalman Filtering
R T I 1s two-state Kalman filter routine required the
addition of the PC data transfer module to accept its
data sample points from the WMU DSP board and FORS simu
lator.

The Kalman filter requires data points from the

sampled signal rather than the amplitude to function.

By

passing the modified KF simulation program real-time data
samples from the DSP board, the KF obtained the input $s
(in volts) versus estimated $s results depicted in Figure
10.

The input voltage corresponds to Sagnac phase at the

ratio of 1.8V to 90°, as determined by the AD639.
Once more, the inverse sine of the estimated ampli
tude (again limiting range to within 90 degrees absolute)
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determines Sagnac phase.

Similar to other open loop

techniques, the Kalman filter may be applied to more than
a single harmonic of the photodetector signal.

Consider

ing the data generated from multiple harmonics can extend
the scale factor considerably.

-I--

0,5-■

-0,6- -

-1 -.,

-1 .6--

Volts
Figure 10.

Open Loop Results Using Kalman Filter
Detection.
Closed Loop Algorithm

The experiment utilizing a closed loop scheme is
much more simple than the underlying theory described
earlier might indicate.

As previously mentioned, the

focus of a closed loop approach is to provide a control
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signal that nulls the phase induced by a rotation rate.
By nulling the amplitude of the first harmonic signal
component to zero, a measure of the magnitude of the
control signal determines the Sagnac phase.

Although

additional hardware components are required to close the
FORS feedback loop, this closed loop scheme requires only
a single harmonic signal to have a dynamic range greater
than ±90°.
As Kim et al.

(1983) demonstrated, a harmonic feed

back approach at twice the fundamental modulation fre
quency can provide an appropriate nulling signal.

To

test the theory, a feasibility study of this closed loop
algorithm was performed via software simulations.

To

null the first harmonic signal, we introduce a signal
that modulates at the second harmonic.

The digital

signal processor must calculate the amplitude from the
sampled signal to provide the nulling algorithm with the
current status of the signal.

When the amplitude reaches

zero, the signal contribution of the Sagnac phase has
been nullified. A measure of the control signal G at this
point yields the Sagnac phase via a look-up procedure
using the results of Figure 4 and the harmonic feedback
discussion in Chapter II.

The rotation rate may be

obtained by inverting the result of Equation 1.
As described earlier, a complex Bessel function
expansion describes the characteristics of the first
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harmonic signal for this FORS configuration.

To study

this behavior, a simulation program plots Equation 7 for
a couple of values of Sagnac phase.
trates these plots.

Figure 11 illus

For simplicity, the summations of

Bessel functions extend only out to one term.

Despite

limited accuracy, the form of Equation 7 is apparent.

Ipd

5s = 1.5

Figure 11.

Computer Simulation of Function Describing
Closed Loop Behavior for Various Values of

o
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The simulation uses trigonometric approximations for
the Bessel functions (Blachman & Mousavinezhad, 1986).
Note the zeros of the plotted functions.

The point along

the horizontal axis at which a zero occurs corresponds to
the $2 value (recall Equation 8) that the processor must
supply as a control signal for a given value of $s in
order to null the phase shift.
To apply the harmonic feedback approach, the scale
factor linearization algorithm seeks first to find the
current first harmonic amplitude.

The procedure then

makes an estimate for the control signal, and then pro
duces the control signal to modulate the gyroscope signal
at the second harmonic.

This procedure repeats itera

tively until the first harmonic amplitude reaches zero.
A helpful fact to recall at this point is that one
does not require knowledge of the complex Bessel function
expression for the actual instrumentation.

The algorithm

that computes the root of the function for a given $s
works independent of this knowledge.

The major assump

tion for applying this technique is that $s does not vary
greatly over a small amount of time.

This allows the

closed loop procedure to iteratively locate a stable
value of Sagnac phase.

The amplitude calculation again

make use of the zero crossing or Kalman filter detection
schemes.

As stated previously, the square of the ampli

tude would suffice as input to this closed loop lineari-
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zation procedure.
The algorithm used to find the root of the equation
is known as the Secant method.

As implied by its name

this method utilizes secant lines to locate zeros of an
equation.

Assuming that $s changes slowly with time, the

root finding algorithm must iteratively locate the root
for a given Sagnac phase.

The secant method converges

rapidly, faster than a bisection method, but not quite as
fast as Newton's method (Cheney & Kincaid, 1985).

The

secant method uses an approximation of the derivative of
the signal to model Newton's method.

Equation 17 illus

trates this iterative formula.
Xn+1 = Xn - f(Xn ) ((Xn - Xn_1)
/(f(Xn ) - f(Xn_1)))

(17)

When implementing this procedure, the program pro
duces two values of the independent variable G and sam
ples the FORS signal to retrieve the amplitude.
provide the initial points for the algorithm.
are necessary when coding this algorithm.

These
Two checks

First, when

the amplitudes of two consecutive control outputs is very
small, a divide by zero may occur.

This condition should

not occur very often, because the sinusoidal nature of
the function will keep the curve from flattening out too
much.

The other check is for the next iteration of the

control variable not changing from the previous value,
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indicating a discovered root.
Once finding a root, the program waits for the
amplitude to change again, indicating that the curve has
shifted and therefore that the Sagnac phase has changed.
Since the phase changes slowly with time, the secant
method has little trouble tracking the root change.

For

demonstration, the approximated version of Equation 7
used for the graphs of Figure 11 provided sample points
for a simulation of the closed loop algorithm.

The

Sagnac phase changed slowly in comparison to the sam
pling, and changed in small increments.

The secant

method converged within five iterations or less for all
values of $s , including the initial root location.

The

program listing for the secant root finding method is in
Appendix C.
Table 3 provides a comparison of Sagnac phase input
to simulation with the Sagnac phase estimate produced by
the closed loop method.

This evaluation uses the roots

located by the secant method in the simulation program
and calculates $2 by Equation 8, with ^
radians.

equal to 1.2

Indexing a chart, such as Figure 4, will return

an estimate for Sagnac phase.
results are extremely accurate.

The table shows most
Certain values, however,

caused the algorithm to stick on a particular estimate.
These errors should be reduced by modifying the tolerance
checks in the software that look for divisions by zero.
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Table 3
Results of Harmonic Feedback Algorithm Simulation

*s-in(rad>

$s-estimate(rad)

% Difference

-0.51

2.0

-0.4

-0.4

0.0

-0.3

-0.31

3.3

-0.2

-0.19

5.0

-0.1

-0.1

O.C
0.0

o
•
o

-0.5

0.0

0.1

0.11

10.0

0.2

0.21

5.0

0.3

0.3

0.0

0.4

0.41

2.5

0.5

0.51

2.0

0.7.

0.52

25.7

1.0

1.0

0.0

1.2

1.2

0.0

1.4

1.4

0.0

1.5

1.5

0.0

1.6

1.6

0.0
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The scope of this research involves a study of scale
factor linearization algorithms in a digital signal
processing mode.

The ideal scheme would have low cost

and a large dynamic range of operation.

In general, the

open loop schemes tended to produce good results at low
rotation rates.

Open loop processing with both zero

crossing detection and Kalman filtering had dynamic
ranges limited to less than ±90 degrees.

To extend the

dynamic range of either method would require additional
cost in hardware.
Among the open loop algorithms, the zero crossing
technique is much less expensive to implement due to the
floating point requirements of Kalman filtering.

Howev

er, Kalman filtering provides superior noise suppression.
For the ZC detection algorithm to produce better results,
successive sample averaging must occur.
effective sampling rate.

This slows the

Should an on-board floating

point processor be acceptable in cost, the Kalman filter
ing approach warrants additional study.

For minimal cost

systems, the ZC scheme has shown to be quite reasonable.
45
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46
The closed loop experiment utilized the harmonic
feedback approach.
where ^

By introducing a variable $2 =

is the first harmonic amplitude, G is a gain

factor and $2 is the amplitude provided to the second
harmonic component of the photodetector signal, an almost
linear relationship develops between $2 and $s .

This

relationship, described in Equation 7 and Figure 4, is
closer to the ideal linear relationship of a signal
component to Sagnac phase than any other theory discussed
in this study.
Simulations show that this method will work over an
extended dynamic range while using only one FORS signal
harmonic.

Furthermore, the method is simple enough to

implement on a fixed point processor, such as the
TMS320E17 used for data collection in this research.

The

cost of this system as compared to an open loop configu
ration is an additional phase modulator driven at twice
the fundamental modulation frequency, and a feedback
control to this PZT.
In comparing all schemes, the closed loop approach
most deserves further attention.

The additional cost in

hardware makes up for the cost either open loop scheme
would require to yield a competitive dynamic range.

The

DSP apparatus used in this study is capable of supporting
an on-board version of this experiment.
Over all, several accomplishments can be chronicled.
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The FORS simulator design provides a clean gyroscope
signal and simple modeling of a host of gyroscope config
urations.

This device promises to be a very useful tool

for prototyping FORS configurations and providing signals
to examine future signal processing techniques.

The zero

crossing technique proved to be a feasible amplitude
detection scheme.
been validated.

The Kalman filter algorithm has also
Finally, the data indicates that a real

time closed loop system is not only feasible, but should
most definitely be pursued.
Recommendations
Certainly, a faster processor in the TMS320 family
would add speed and computing power where it would pro
vide a better system for continuing with DSP studies.
More accurate analysis would be possible with a more
powerful processor, preferably with floating point capa
bility.

A floating point processor will be necessary to

prototype some of the more complex techniques on the DSP
board, such as Kalman filtering.
While using a PC to prototype algorithms, an in
crease in input/output (I/O) bandwidth is desirable.
Either transmitting more bits in parallel or increasing
the speed of the instruction cycle would increase the
bandwidth.

However, by transmitting more bits in paral

lel at a single time, a new data transfer scheme may
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require development.

An alternate scheme might not allow

the simple use of the printer port, thereby decreasing
its portability.

Another possible hardware enhancement

might be to use an analog to digital converter with a
built in sample and hold, thereby reducing the amount of
overhead control logic hardware.
The software oriented control architecture of the
basic system produces some limitations on the functional
ity.

To alter any part of the system, software changes

to the TMS320E17 EPROM are necessary, which is a time
consuming procedure.

An alternative architecture with a

greater amount of user versatility would be a hardware
oriented solution.

Switches for variable parameters such

as sampling rate would maintain versatility of configura
tion without requiring hardware or software changes.
Initialization routines would read external buffers
containing this information into the processor.
Although some hardware redesigns are necessary, few
modifications to the present software are mandatory.
With this architecture, the driving signal will provide
the sampling signals and A/D conversion signals.

The A/D

converter would interrupt the processor only upon having
a value ready.

This configuration would provide more

execution cycles for algorithms, raising the practicality
of the less expensive TMS320E17 used in this study.
The primary recommendation for future study of a low
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cost solution to the scale factor linearization problem
would be to further test the harmonic feedback approach.
First, by supplying the existing root-finding procedure
with real-time first harmonic amplitude values, the
algorithm would supply values of the gain G to be manual
ly or automatically fed back to the FORS simulator.

The

second step to this study would be to migrate this entire
algorithm to the E 1 7 .

Adding logic for a digital to

analog (D/A) converter would provide the DSP board with
full on-board closed loop

capability.
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Appendix A
Enhanced TMS320E17 Assembly Software
Applying Zero Crossing Detection to
Determine Amplitude

50
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AORG

>0

* Originate at location 0

*

*
*
*
*
*
*

TMS software for FORS DSP
Based on original by Son Vuong - 1989
Version 2: Computes amplitude of first harmonic
Using square root estimation algorithm
by Dave Dembinski & Dean Johnson 7/28/90
I/O interface removed, or not used.

*

MAIN
*
*

B
B

START
INTSRV

* Start of program
* Interrupt service entry

Constants

*

CONST1 DATA,
CONST2 DATA
CONST3 DATA
CONST4 DATA
CONST5 DATA
CONST6 DATA
CONST7 DATA
CONST8 DATA
CONST9 DATA
CONSTA DATA
CONSTB DATA
CONSTC DATA
CR1DAT DATA
CR2DAT DATA
CR3DAT DATA
*
* Variables

>0100
>00FF
>0410
>0010
>51B3
>1FOO
>8000
>7FFF
>000A
>0004
>1000
>0FFF
>811F
>0407
>001F

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Disable interrupt and CR1
1MHz SCLK
Access CR0 pattern

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mark to turn control on
Mark to turn control off
Control register buffer
Used to set XF
Reset XF— > reset A/D
A/D buffer
Data byte output buffer
Buffer data flag
Used to mark off hi byte
New set of data flag
Temporary storage
Divisor variable

LC data bit ON
LC data bit OFF
Used to set XF
Used to reset XF
Printer signature
Hi byte mark
Mark for start nibble
Mark for trailing nibble
Frequency divider count
Offset delay count

*

* Register saved storage
*

AHSAV EQU
>00
ALSAV EQU
>01
*
* Control variables
*

STATON
STATOF
CRBUF
SETXF
RSTXF
ADBUF
BUFF
BFLAG
MARKHI
FTFLAG
TEMP
DIVSOR

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

>02
>03
>04
>05
>06
>07
>08
>09
>0A
>0B
>0C
>0D
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PCOUNT
COUNT
FRQDIV
OFFDEL
BUSYF
*
*
AS IN
ACOS
ASQRHI
RATIO
AMP
Z3
Z2
Z1
ZO
CNTBUF
MAXVAL
SUBVAL
ABSA
ABSB
AH I
ALO

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

>0E
>0F
>10
>11
>12

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

>13
>14
>15
>16
>17
>18
>19
>1A
>1B
>1C
>1D
>1E
>1F
>20
>21
>22

* [Not used]
* sampling frequency divider
* Frequency divider constant
* Offset delay constant
* Flag to indicate A/D busy,
to prevent re-trigger A/D
while data is being read
* Asin(theta)
* Acos(theta)
* [Not used]
* Ratio of b/a = tan(theta)
* Amplitude
* Array for Zi's,
18-1B

*
*

Acos(theta)
Asin(theta)

*
*

START

DINT
LDPK
LARP
ROVM
LACK

C0NST2

TBLR
OUT

STATOF
STATOF,6

0
0

* Initially select page 0, ARO

*

* Use toreset control
line
* Put S/H ontrack mode

*
* I/O and interrupts set up, note only EINT is on
* interrupt for A/D is set to be polling interrupt
*

LACK
TBLR
OUT
LACK
TBLR
OUT
LACK
TBLR

CR1DAT
CRBUF
CRBUF,0
CR2DAT
CRBUF
CRBUF,1
CR3 DAT
CRBUF

* Write to port 0 -- CR
* Set clock to 1.024Mhz

m t s set up
LACK
TBLR
LACK

C0NST1
STATON
C0NST3

* Used to set control line
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TBLR
LACK
TBLR
LACK
TBLR
LACK
TBLR
LACK
TBLR
LACK
TBLR
LACK
TBLR

SETXF
CONST4
RSTXF
CONST6
MARKHI
CONST9
FRQDIV
CONSTA
OFFDEL

* Used to set A/D status
* Used to reset A/D status
* Mark for hi byte of A/D
* Set up frequency divider
* Offset delay count

CONSTB
SUBVAL
CONSTC
MAXVAL

*

* Printer signature initially is set up so that external
* can recognize the port which is attached to this board.
* Signature is compressed binary form of the word TMS
*

LACK
TBLR
LACK
SACL

CONST5
BUFF
>FF
BFLAG

* Set up printer signature
* Set up to send to printer

*

* Initialize all critical conditions
*

SACL
ZAC
SACL
OUT

BUSYF

* A/D not busy

COUNT
STATOF,5

OUT
OUT
OUT

STATON,7
STATOF,7
CRBUF,0

* frequency divider
* Select first harmonic
*
from BPF
* Reset counter

EINT

* Reset flag
* Enable interrupt

*****************************************************
* ***********************

* * A/D SERVICE ROUTINE *
*

*

***********************

A/D Service routine, note this is a polling interrupt

*

* Will not read in new data if the old one in buffer
*

ADSRV

IN
LACK
AND
BZ

CRBUF,0
>04
CRBUF
ADSRV

* Get CRO status
* Mask for FSX
* Select interrupt flag
* Wrong interrupt

*

* Note: To prevent the interrupt fromdestroying
the
*
current data in the A/D, a flag is clear to
*
indicate reading in progress.
*
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SACL
BUSYF
*
* Read in data bytes
*
OUT
STATOF,6
CALL
READAD
LAC
ADBUF,8
AND
MARKHI
SACL
BUFF
CALL
READAD
ZALS
ADBUF
AND
STATOF
OR
BUFF
SACL
BUFF
LACK
>FF
SACL
BFLAG
SACL
FTFLAG
SACL
BUSYF
*
* Reset interrupt flag
*
LACK
>0F
OR
CRBUF
SACL
CRBUF
LACK
>0B
XOR
CRBUF
SACL
CRBUF
CRBUF,0
OUT
*
*
*
**

* Indicate read in progress

*
*
*
*
*
*

Put S/H on track mode
Read in hi byte
Load & shift for hi byte
Mark of hi byte
Save it
Read in lo byte

* This is lo byte
* Form a word
* Set buffer flag
* Release busy status

* Reset Interrupt flag

* Reset INT flag

*
*

*

*

*******************************

*
*
*

Store Z0,Z1,Z2,Z3. Re-calculate after each Zi

*******************************

CALCULATION PHASE

CALCS

NEGO

LAC
SUB
BLZ
LAC
DMOV
DMOV
DMOV
SACL
ZAC
SACL

SUBVAL
BUFF
NEGO
BUFF
Zl
Z2
Z3
Z3

*

;Convert 13 bit sign-mag
; to 2 1s complement
;Was Zi negative?
;No, get pos Zi.
;Yes, Shift values
; and store new value
;Z1->Z0, Z2->Z1, Z3—>Z2
;New value goes to Z3

BUFF

* Now find A*SIN(theta) and A*COS(theta)
*

DOASIN

LAC

ZO
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Z2

SUB
SACL

DOACOS

LAC
SACH
ABS
SACH
LAC
SUB
SACL
LAC
SACH
ABS
SACH

* Apply zero crossing
TEMP

TEMP,15
ASIN

? (Z0-Z2)/2

ABSB
ZI
Z3
TEMP
TEMP,15
ACOS

;b = |Asin|
* Repeat for other term

ABSA

;a = |Acos|

;(Zl-Z3)/2

<1.

* Calculations for A
* A = a*SQRT[l + (b/a)*2] *= .5a[2 + (b/a)*2]
*
LAC
ABSB
SUB
ABSA
BLZ
NEG1
;b < a?
LAC
ABSA
;No, swap a & b
DMOV
ABSB
SACL
ABSB
NEG1
LAC
ABSA,3
;Yes, divide b by a
SACL
DIVSOR
;Divisor = a
*
(Elim lead 3 zeros)
LAC
ABSB,3
;Dividend= b
*
(Elim lead 3 zeros)
SACL
TEMP
ZALH
TEMP
;Dividend aligned for
*
<1 results
*
LARP
ARO
;12 bit div routine,
*
for a>b.
LARK
ARO,11
MORE
SUBC
DIVSOR
BANZ
MORE
*

SACL
RATIO
*
* Calculations for 2 + (b/a)*2

;r = b/a = tan(theta),a>b
; scaled by 2*12

*

LAC
SACL
ZALH
LT
MPY
APAC
SACH

RSTXF,5 ;Need a two
TEMP
TEMP
;ACC = 2, rep'ing 2*26
RATIO
RATIO
;(b/a)*2, scaled by 2*24
;2 + (b/a)*2 (*2*26)
TEMP
;x2*-l6 (shift right 16)

;(b/a)

* Multiply by .5a and remove 2*10 that remains
*
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LT
MPY
PAC
SACH
SACL
LAC
SACH
LACK
AND
SACL
LAC
XOR
SACL

AH I
ALO
ALO, 7
ALO
>7F
ALO
AMP
A H I ,7
AMP
AMP

B

ADSRV

TEMP
ABSA
;This is 24 bit A*2"9
;Shift lower word right 9
;Knock off sign extension
;Last 7 bits of A computed
;Shift upper word left 7
;Combine with lower word
;A '= .5a[2 + (b/a) "'2]

******************************* ***********************

*
* Procedures used for version
*
* **********************
*
*
*
*

2 , on simulator

* READ DATA FROM A/D *
**********************

Read in a data byte from A/D

READAD

OUT
NOP
IN
OUT
RET

STATON,3
ADBUF,3
STATOF,3

* Toggle ADRD line
Read in a byte
Complete read pulse

END
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Appendix B
Pascal Program to Perform Open Loop Scheme
Utilizing Zero Crossing Detection

57
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PROGRAM TMS_INTERFACE;
{$1 GRAPH.P }
(* DSP version 2 - based on program by Son Vuong *)
(* DT Dembinski - M a y 23, 1990
*)
(* features - continuous mode diplay, bipolar
*)
(* display for amplitude, sagnac phase
*)
CONST
MAXBIT = 2047;(* Size of maximum integer from A/D *)
TYPE
regpack = record
ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flags; integer;
end;
VAR
buffer ; array[0..503] of real;
disparray ; array[0..10000] of integer;
theta,phi_s ; real;
sz : array[0..5] of real;
pno,cflag,sflag,dflag : integer;
regs ; regpack;
k,j,mode,n,n2 ; integer;
ns : integer;(* number of samples for one calculation*)
val,a,b,zO,zl,z2,z3,asinO,acosO,asq,amplt : real;
c ; char;
detect,quit: boolean;
PROCEDURE initialize;
BEGIN
write('Enter n factor ->');
readln(ns);
hires;
graphwindow(3 0,40,630,190);(* 500 x-axis, 150 y-axis *)
draw(0,0,500,0,1);
draw(500,0,500,150,1) ;
draw(500,150,0,150,1) ;
draw(0,150,0,0,1) ;
draw(0,75,500,75,1) ;
gotoxy(10,1);
write('Amplitude Plot of Ipd vs. Continuous Time');
gotoxy(1,15); write('O');
END;
PROCEDURE display(x ; real);
VAR
y : integer;
BEGIN
y ;= 75 - trunc((x*75)/7);
if dflag = 500 then
BEGIN
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dflag := 0;
fillpattern(1,1,499,74,0)?
fillpattern(l,76,499,149,0);
END;
PLOT(dflag,y,l);
dflag := dflag + 1;
END?
(* Procedure SAMPLING obtains a sampled *)
(* value from the TMS processor
*)
PROCEDURE sampling(VAR val:real);
VAR code,chkbit,temp : integer;
count,n : integer;
BEGIN
count := 0;
WHILE (count < 5) DO
BEGIN
WITH regs DO
BEGIN
ax := $0200;
dx := p n o ;
intr(23,regs);
code := hi(ax);
END;
IF (code AND 8) <> 0 THEN
BEGIN
code := code AND 240?
code := code DIV 16;
chkbit := code AND 8?
code
:= code AND 7;
IF chkbit <> 0 THEN
BEGIN
count ;= 0;
temp := 0;
END;
temp := temp*8 + code;
count := count + 1;
WITH regs DO
BEGIN
ax := $0100;
dx := p n o ;
intr(23,regs);
END;
END;
END?
IF temp > 4095 THEN
BEGIN
gotoxy(1,2); write('Negative');
val := 8192 - temp?
val := - 1 * (val * 5 ) / (MAXBIT+1);
END
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ELSE
BEGIN
gotoxy ( 1 , 2 ) ; wr i t e (1Positive ' );
val := (temp*5)/MAXBIT;
END?
END;
PROCEDURE printer(VAR detect : boolean);
VAR
count,code,val,wcount : integer?
check : array[0..4] of integer;
stat ; boolean?
BEGIN
check[0] := 13?
check[1] := 0 ?
check[2] := 6;
check[3] := 6 ?
check[4 ] := 3 ?
writeln('Checking printer port ...... ');
detect := FALSE ?
count := 0 ?
WHILE (not detect) AND (count < 50) DO
BEGIN
pno := -1;
WHILE (pno < 4) AND (not detect) DO
BEGIN
pno := pno + 1;
val := 0?
stat := TRU E ;
wcount := 0;
WHILE (stat) AND (wcount < 5) DO
BEGIN
WITH regs DO
BEGIN
ax := $0200?
dx := pno;
intr(23,regs)?
code := hi(ax);
END?
IF (code AND 8) = 0 THEN
stat := FALSE;
IF stat THEN
BEGIN
code := code AND 240;
code := code DIV 16;
val := val*8 + (code AND 7)?
IF code = check[wcount] THEN
BEGIN
WITH regs DO
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BEGIN
ax := $0100;
dx := pno;
intr(23,regs);(* Reset buffer *)
END;
END
ELSE
stat := FALSE;
wcount := wcount + 1;
END;
END;
IF val = 20915 THEN detect := TRUE;
END;
count := count + 1 ;
END;
END;
(* MAIN *)
BEGIN
zO
:= 0; zl
:= 0; z2
:= 0; z3
:= 0;
dflag := 0; cflag := 0; sflag := 0;
WITH regs DO
BEGIN
ax := $0F00;
intr(16,regs);
mode := lo(ax);
END;
printer(detect);
IF detect THEN
BEGIN
quit := FALSE;
WHILE not quit DO
BEGIN
initialize;
sz[0] := 0; sz[l] := 0; sz[2] := 0; sz[3]

:= 0;

(* load first values to get first set of averages *)
for n := 0 to (4*ns-l) do
BEGIN
sampling(val);
buffer[n] := val;
END;
for n := 0 to ns-1 do
BEGIN
sz[0]
:=sz[0] + buffer[4*n];
sz[l]
:=sz[l] + buffer[4*n+l];
sz[2]
:=sz[2] + buffer[4*n+2];
sz[3]
:=s z [3] + buffer[4*n+3];
END;
(* these are first set of averaged data points *)
zO := sz[0]/ns; zl := sz[l]/ns;
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z2 := sz[2]/ns; z3 := sz[3]/ns;
(* now go into continuous collect mode *)
n :=0;
while n>-l do
BEGIN
(* presently keep sagnac phase between ±90 degrees *)
(* display present value *)
asinO := (z0+z2)/2;
acosO := (zl+z3)/2;
asq := (asinO * asinO) + (acosO * acosO);
amplt := sqrt(asq);
(* find sign of amplitude *)
if acosO < 0.0 then amplt := amplt * -1.0;
display(amplt);
amplt ;= amplt/5.0;
gotoxy(15,3); write('Amplitude =
amplt);
if (1-abs(amplt)) < 0.00001 then
begin
phi_s := 1.570796;
if amplt < 0.0 then phi_s := -1.570796;
end
else begin
phi_s:=arctan(amplt/sqrt(l-araplt*amplt));
end;
gotoxy(15,4);
write('Sagnac Phase = ',phi_s,' rads');
(* get next averaged point *)
cflag := cflag + 1;
if cflag = 4 then
BEGIN
n := n+1;
if n = ns then
BEGIN
n := 0;
END;
cflag := 0;
END;
sz[3) := 0;
sampling(val);
buffer[4*n+cflag] := val;
for n2 := 0 to ns-l do
BEGIN
sz[3] := sz[3] + buffer[4*n2+cflag];
END;
zO := zl; zl := z2;
z2 := z3; z3 := sz[3]/ns;
if keypressed then
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begin
n := -1;
end;
END;
readln(c);
IF (c = *q ') OR (c = 'Q') THEN quit := TRUE;
END;
END;
WITH regs DO
BEGIN
ax := m o d e ;
intr(16,regs);
END;
IF not detect THEN writeln('Signature not detected I');
END.
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Appendix C
Pascal Procedure to Apply Secant Method
for Solving Root-finding Problem

64
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(* May, 1990; David T. Dembinski

*)

PROGRAM SECANT;
CONST
PI =
Cl =
C2 =
C3 =
PHI1

3.141592654;
0.166666667;
0.866025404;
0.333333333;
= 1.2;

VAR
G, G_old, fg, fg_old, m, PHIS, K, temp, mult: real;
count, stopbit : integer;
(* Bessel functions represented by trig approximations *)
FUNCTION bessel(n: integer; x: real): real;
VAR
a: real;
BEGIN
case n of
0: a:= Cl+C3*cos(x/2)+C3*cos(C2*x)+Cl*cos(x);
1: a:= Cl*sin(x/2)+C2/3*sin(C2*x)+ Cl*sin(x);
2: a:= Cl+Cl*cos(x/2)-Cl*cos(C2*x)-Cl*cos(x);
3: a:= C3*sin(x/2)-Cl*sin(x);
4: a:= 1.0/8.0*(1+cos(x)) - 0.25*cos(x/sqrt(2.0));
(* a := Cl-Cl*cos(x/2)-Cl*cos(C2*x)+Cl*cos(x); *)
5: a:= Cl*sin(x/2)-C2/3*sin(C2*x)+Cl*sin(x);
end;
bessel := a;
END;
(* Sample function is simplified from Kim, et al. *)
FUNCTION sample(g,y: real): real;
VAR
x 2 , y2, phi2, pf, zl, z2: real;
m: integer;
BEGIN
x2:= sin(y);
y2:= cos(y);
zl:= bessel(1,PHI1);
z2 := bessel(3,PHI1);
phi2 := PHIl*g;
pf := x2*(bessel(0,phi2)*zl+bessel(2,phi2)
* (z2-bessel(5,PHI1)))
- y2*(bessel(l,phi2)* (zl-z2));
sample := pf;
END;
(* MAIN *)
BEGIN
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(* initialize *)
mult := 0.1?
count := 0;
stopbit := 0;
PHIS := 0.0;
K := 0.0;
G_old ;= 0.0;
fg_old := sample(G_old,PHIS);
G := 1.0;
fg := sample(G,PHIS);
(* Now begin loop that will iterate to find roots *)
REPEAT
if count = 50 THEN
BEGIN
count := 0;
if (PHIS > 1.5) OR (PHIS < -1.0)
THEN mult:= mult* -1.0;
PHIS := PHIS + mult;
END;
count := count + 1;
(* check error in computation, update if big *)
if abs(fg-fg_old) > 0.000001 THEN
BEGIN
if stopbit = 0 THEN (* G is still changing *)
BEGIN
m ;= (fg-fg_old)/(G-G_old);
temp := G_old - fg_old/m;
G_old ;= G;
G ;= temp;
END
ELSE BEGIN
if a b s (fg-fg_old) > 0.0005 THEN
BEGIN (* Re-initialize *)
stopbit := 0;
G_old ;= G ;
if fg>fg_oid t h e n b e g i n
G:= G + 0.5;
END
ELSE BEGIN
G:= G - 0.5;
END;
END;
END;
writeln (' PHI_S = ',PHIS,'
G = ',G);
if abs(G-G_old) < 0.000001 THEN stopbit ;= 1;
END;
(* always update this, in case PHI_S changed *)
fg_old:= fg;
fg := sample(G,PHIS);
UNTIL keypressed;
(* end loop *)
END.
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